Exploiting Related and Unrelated Tasks for Hierarchical Metric Learning and Image Classification.
In multi-task learning, multiple interrelated tasks are jointly learned to achieve better performance. In many cases, if we can identify which tasks are related, we can also clearly identify which tasks are unrelated. In the past, most researchers emphasized exploiting correlations among interrelated tasks while completely ignoring the unrelated tasks that may provide valuable prior knowledge for multi-task learning. In this paper, a new approach is developed to hierarchically learn a tree of multi-task metrics by leveraging prior knowledge about both the related tasks and unrelated tasks. First, a visual tree is constructed to hierarchically organize large numbers of image categories in a coarse-to-fine fashion. Over the visual tree, a multi-task metric classifier is learned for each node by exploiting both the related and unrelated tasks, where the learning tasks for training the classifiers for the sibling child nodes under the same parent node are treated as the interrelated tasks, and the others are treated as the unrelated tasks. In addition, the node-specific metric for the parent node is propagated to its sibling child nodes to control inter-level error propagation. Our experimental results demonstrate that our hierarchical metric learning algorithm achieves better results than other state-of-the-art algorithms.